A HOTEL WITH THE FREEDOM OF STYLE!
Located in the heart of Central Alberta, the CAMBRIDGE HOTEL & CONFERENCE CENTRE *red deer is the ideal place
to grow your career in hospitality while providing excellent and personalized service to our guests while working
within a positive team environment.
Reporting directly to the Club Manager, this position is for a Night Club Doorman, a casual position that will rotate
between Longriders and Bellini’s. The rotation will be at the discretion of the Club Manager. The ideal candidate will
have a proven ability to work as a team player in a fast-paced environment.
How to Apply: Please text of call Dawnie at 403-596-5563 to apply.
Duties and Responsibilities


















You are our first contact with a guest and are here to be a positive interaction with them. You will smile
and great everyone equally.
Be ready for your shift so that you are ready to punch in at your start time.
As Security arrives look on the floor plan or speak to your supervisor to find your location and as well your
duties for the night.
Watch the room throughout the night to ensure safety for staff and customers
When you are walking around please clean up empties as you go, walkthrough washrooms to ensure
cleanliness.
Please assist staff and customers as needed
You are responsible for making sure that searches happen on all of the people entering the premises.
You will refuse entry when drugs/alcohol/weapons (pocket knives or multi-tools) are found on a
person.(Management will authorize a change if any) we do not hold onto knives till the end of the night.
You will also check identifications or direct someone to make sure that everyone entering the outlet is of
legal age, and who appears under 25.
You need to maintain overall safety of the outlets while enhancing the overall atmosphere ensuring
everyone acts accordingly to avoid mishaps that may happen. When mishaps happen, you need to be calm
and collective, ask for assistance from a manager/supervisor.
You will also provide preventive measures to ultimately avoid any unwanted occurrence, physical or other.
You will stand at points in the room to watch for potential hazards, as well you will rotate spots.
Communicate will all staff as to possible concerns, Cut offs, Walk outs etc…
Our communication tools are a radio and hand signals and a laser pointer.
Follow the direction of Managers/Supervisors decisions.
Realize the hospitality industry is always changing and adjusting, so just remember that new rules and
guidelines will come as will more duties get assigned (with as much notice as possible).
Other duties as assigned by a leader or manager.

Hours of Work: The hours of work for this position will vary depending on organizational requirements, shifts will
include evenings, weekends and holidays; Friday and Saturday after 8pm.
Job Types: Part-time, Casual
Salary: From $16.35 per hour
COVID-19 considerations:
Temperature checks for all employees, all Public Health Guidelines will be followed at all times.

